
BOO! With Halloween right around the corner, this edition of the Knighted Frighter is riddled with
ghosts, ghouls, and goblins! In this feature, we'll terrify you with some employee spotlights,
showcase  otherworldly KV events and preview upcoming wicked activities, including an update on
the Walktober Competition so far and a blob(blurb) on the upcoming Sacramento pumpkin carving
social!

We've also got a brand new ghastly Banker Brilliance that involves surviving a zombie invasion, a
return of the undead KV columnist IceFace, and finally, we'll take a break from the creepy and
crawly and pay attention to Breast Cancer Awareness.

Don't let the newest edition of the Knighted Writer scare you!  We wouldn't want you to disappear
forever ...

Spine-chillingly yours,

The KW Ghost Writers



On Saturday, October 17th, SoCal Knights for
Neighbors came together with thousands of others
at the Making Strides Against Breast Cancer walk in
support of the American Cancer Society. With over
$196,000 raised in total, the SoCal Knights for
Neighbors team was one of the few teams not
nationally sponsored to raise over a thousand
dollars for the event! We raised more money than
teams sponsored by Walmart, Macy's and GM
Motors combined - way to go SoCal Team! Thank
you to everyone who came out and/or donated to
the event - we were able to not only represent
Knighted Ventures this weekend, but we were also
able to contribute to finish the fight against breast
cancer. A special thanks to Breanna Dato, who
along with our K4N Committee, rallied our team in
support!  She also raised the most donations on the
K4N team.

 
The next SoCal Knights for Neighbors event will
be on Sunday, October 25th in collaboration with
Cloud9. The event will take place at MacArthur Park
to assist in feeding the homeless and helping
animals in need. You may bring clothes or food to
donate, or just bring yourself to be a part of this
great event. Also, don't forget to wear your Knights
for Neighbors t-shirts! If this is your first event, speak
with one of the HR reps or supervisors to get your
very own Knights for Neighbors t-shirt on the day of.
Details of the event are below:
 

Date: Sunday October, 25th 2015
Location: MacArthur Park, 2230 W. 6th Street, LA

Time: 8:00am (Set-up) to 12:00pm (Clean-up)
 

Walktober is well underway!

Happy Halloween From Iceface!
Employee Spotlight!
KW Contributor Spotlight
Banker Brilliance
Health And Wellness
Feedback Is Not A Horror Story
Top 10 Ways to Get Steps This
Walktober

The world is overrun by zombies
and it is in your best interest to
make your way out west, where
the population density is lower. In
this infected edition of Banker
Brilliance, your job is to use your
BRAINS to decide which items are
best suited to take with you on
your trek. Be smart with your picks
... one wrong item and you might
find yourself lurching around
slowly, craving brain.  
 
Use the link below to submit your
answers - make sure to justify
them, too! The winner will get a
special prize - but you have to
make it out West without
becoming undead yourself!



We're just about halfway through our walking
challenge, and we're excited to see how many of
you are getting in the competitive spirit and
"stepping up" this fall! At press time, we have
walked 24,057,409 steps, or just over 12,000 miles!
That's halfway around the earth! We've basically
done a giant KV team relay race from San
Francisco to Madagascar.

Team Human Leafsources gettin' those steps in (and enjoying
the fall scenery.)

 
The following individuals are currently tied for first
place - they've reached 10,000 steps every day
since starting Walktober: Keng Thao, Orion
Foresee, Perla Guzman, David Chlebowski, Dale
Manzella, Mike Riff, Reagan Yang and Fred Young.
Also at press time, our leading team is The Walking
Dead, which consists of Dale Manzella, Leander
Santos, Brittney Nikiel, Cameron Kemper, and
Ronnie Williams. Nice work all, and keep it up! We'll
announce prizes for the winners at the close of the
program.

While Walktober ends on November 11, that doesn't
mean we can't keep competing. Use the FitBit app
to find your coworkers and take part in challenges!
Happy Stepping!

 Submit Your Answers to Win!
 
 
Socheata Sim, vampiress of words,
solved the crossword puzzle from
last month's edition of Banker
Brilliance. Big congrats to
Socheata and we hope you bake
some spooktastic cookies for your
fellow Knights with your new
KitchenAid Digital Hand Mixer with
Turbo Beater II Accessories and Pro
Whisk!
 

 

 
Look out Sacramento Knights! There
will be a pumpkin carving social on
Monday, October 26, 2015 at
William Land Park! It will be held

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0018WLQ6PgggS3SLELC54fY0ljVsetVD8z_8AYB8EYa7-KULtAT_bMsbKegbCsAI4GwVo8H6hKMYm3PTT3kqIprEHClZ6V_Au74wL6EZllgUTC89NT59qpujN9k5Rtyd4n8936Ujmu9aUsiAdzdZB5kHX0cyFa1DuJlA3P3BjWBumCB7VxkTz6jaA==&c=&ch=


There's been some strange paranormal activities
happening across the casinos and a few ghouls
are either no longer in their original place or have
been sinisterly promoted! 

The shaking was uncontrollable this month! At the
Bicycle Casino, Ruben Cisca, Angel Covarrubias,
Alma Del Viento, Rando Has, Deep Kotak, and
Harold Pham were promoted to Senior Associates.
Javier Fabian and Manny Perez are now Shift
Leads, and Nick Chin, Victor Rodriguez, and Rudy
Valadez are Bike's newest Supervisors. Up at the
101, Mike Cureton, Tyler Hattar, and Casey Sandin
are now Senior Associates. Also, Emma Seche
was promoted to Shift Lead and Melissa Collins
was promoted to Supervisor. Sam Kim at Palace
was also promoted to Shift Lead! Congratulate
these spooky souls on a job well done!

Movin' around this month was Ricardo Calma to
Cordova, James Yang and Reagan Yang to Lodi,
and Cue Lo and Kathleen Tran to Lotus. Please
welcome these transfers to their new lairs!

by Ronald "Iceface" Mendelow

from 2:30 pm - 6:00 pm at GA-11.
Bring your mini knights along for
some insane treats! Pumpkins and
carving supplies will be provided.
Join us and have some frightful fun!

While October is a month for all things
fall - sweaters, scarves, and pumpkin
spice everything - it's also a time when
people all around the world break out
their pink attire and ribbons to raise
awareness, recognize, and honor those
who've battled breast cancer.

Cancer is one of the leading causes of
death worldwide, while breast cancer is
the most common cancer among
women. About 1 in 8 U.S. women will
develop invasive breast cancer over
the course of her lifetime. It was also
estimated that about 230,000 new
cases of invasive breast cancer would
be diagnosed in women in 2015 alone.

The good news is that incidence and
mortality rates of breast cancer have
declined since the year 2000. Risk
varies from individual to individual, with
many of the most important risk factors
being beyond our control. About 85% of
breast cancers occur in women who
have no family  history of the disease,
as a result of genetic mutations. In
addition, women who have a first-degree
relative diagnosed with breast cancer,
are also at higher risk than others.
However, there are some risk factors
women can control, such as:

Weight. Being overweight is associated
with increased risk of breast cancer,
especially for women after menopause.
Having more fat tissue means having
higher estrogen levels, which can
increase breast cancer risk.



Saturday
October 17th,
early morning.
Shift completed.
Enjoyed
banking high
limit squeeze
bacc. Felt
fatigue, but also
felt gratification
after completing
an exciting 10
hour shift. Saw
Brianda S.
taking a break
at an empty
table several
yards from the
KV office.
Approaching
the unassuming
yet intense
mathematician
Brianda, I

began an interview involving a series of vital and probing
questions. This interview addresses a most horrifying
subject: her experience of cleaning the KV office refrigerator
less than 48 hours prior to this interview.

IF: Brianda, I heard you actually cleaned the fridge!?  What
motivated you to partake in such a radical action? On a
scale of 1 to 10, 1 being hospital-like cleanliness, and 10
being about as filthy as a hazardous chemical dumpsite,
how would you rate the fridge?

B: 10 in terms of disgustingness. Well, at the beginning of
the shift Pam and Connie (The Bicycle Casino Lead
Supervisors) brought Porto's pastry treats for the night crew.
I needed to place these items in the fridge, and when I
opened it, I became shocked. At that point I needed to make
room for the pastry treats, and clean the appliance -- which
had definitely seen better days.

 
IF: Your resume and curriculum vitae are quite impressive.
You have achieved some significant academic and
professional accomplishments. You possess a BS in
computational mathematics, and you are working on a
masters in applied mathematics. You have an excellent
aptitude for grasping games, and became one of the first
associates in So. Cal. to push a tiles table. Also,
management recently promoted you to an operations
administrator. In addition, you are always a positive, helpful
employee, with a great attitude, and top notch people skills. 

(IF continues)

Did any of these skills, particularly in mathematics, assist
you with the excessively complicated task of cleaning the
refrigerator? Did you perhaps use game theory, or a
Bayesian statistical analysis during your cleaning strategy?
Maybe you adhered to the more popular frequentist
statistical methodology? Could you expand on this aspect of
uniting the custodial arts with your mathematical
knowledge?

B: Laughs for about 15 seconds. Simultaneously looks
confused. Thinks for a moment in silence. Shakes her head
several times. "I don't think anything could prepare

Diet. What we eat and drink is a
suspected risk for many types of
cancers, including breast cancer.
However, studies are still unable to link
which specific types of food increase
risk. Some research has suggested
limiting sources of red meat and other
animal fats. Overall, consuming a low-
fat diet rich in fruits and vegetables is
generally recommended to decrease
cancer risk and boost health.

Exercise. A study from Women's
Health Initiative showed that
incorporating 1.25 to 2.25 hours per
week of brisk walking reduces a
woman's risk by 18%, and walking 10
hours a week reduces the risk even
more. How many of you have been
getting in your steps and earning those
Walktober leaves?

Alcohol Consumption. Recent
studies have shown that breast cancer
risk increases with the amount of
alcohol a person drinks. Because the
liver controls the hormone levels of
estrogen in the blood, increased alcohol
consumption can affect the liver's ability
to control these levels.

While reducing controllable risk factors
for breast cancer is beneficial, it is also
important to get health exams regularly.
Early detection is key to beating cancer
of any kind - for women, that means
getting regular mammograms and
health screens, especially for those
over the age of 40. For women with
family history of cancer, consult with
your physician about when you should
begin mammogram screening. 

Imagine if Honda made the same
models every year without adding
any new features or adjustments
to fit their customers' needs and
wants. It probably would be out of



someone for something so gross."

IF: Fair enough, good answer. As you cleaned the fridge
another renowned KV associate, Richelle Mascaro, took a
photo of you while completing the herculean task of cleaning
the fridge. You look a little aggravated, or frustrated, how did
you feel during that hour of olfactory torture?

B: I wasn't aggravated or angry, just sort of sad.

IF: I can understand and sympathize with you. Did you find
cleaning materials suitable for the task?

B: I could only access Clorox wipes. The materials were not
the best, but helped a great deal, and the condition of the
fridge improved dramatically.

IF: Sometimes individuals have discovered both toxic
molds, and even antibiotic molds in abandoned, unsanitary
refrigerators. Do you believe that within some of the
materials these types of molds existed? I always become
delighted when I realize that I have found some penicillin or
amoxicillin mold in my hideous fridge at home - I save it just
in case I develop a bronchitis or a sinus infection. Saves
me money by reducing my cost on pharmaceuticals.

B: Smiles, laughs, looks surprised, and a little disturbed: "I
don't think anything good or healthy could live in that fridge. I
think only bad, toxic molds grew in the fridge."

IF: A ghost exists in the nearby JBJ section of the casino,
and haunts both this particular section, and surrounding
areas of the casino. Do you think the ghost had any
responsibility, or made any contribution to this incident?
Perhaps the ghost tampered with the fridge?

B: I did not know about the ghost. He may have been a
friendly ghost, and pushed me to clean the fridge in some
way. Also, by pushing me to clean the fridge, the ghost
simultaneously caused me to become horrified at the gross,
shocking condition of the fridge.

IF: Did other co-workers commend you for taking such
courageous action?

B: Yes, many KV employees showed their appreciation,
and many people said "thank you, you're really helping out,
etc....."

IF: Very good. You definitely deserve commendation. Are
you surprised that the refrigerator has become messy and
dirty just days after you completely cleaned it?

B: After cleaning it I have not opened it. After this incident I
am afraid to open the refrigerator.

business by now, wouldn't it? The
same can be said about any
working professional. Because
personal and professional growth
can't happen without giving or
receiving feedback, being open to
feedback is of the utmost
importance. Feedback not only
helps limit and correct mistakes, it
makes work efforts more efficient,
improves working relationships,
and further develops career
opportunities. 
 

When receiving feedback, the first
thing to realize is that criticism is
not the enemy. You don't need to
set up a defense against the
opposing team and prevent them
from scoring. Feedback is
information in its purest form and
is extremely valuable because
you are getting further insight into
how you are viewed. This will
improve self awareness and how
to best move forward. When
receiving feedback, it's best to
show that you are listening. Try
saying "If I'm hearing you
correctly, I (or we) should..." By
confirming that you are listening,
people are more likely to listen to
any of your concerns in return. 

Your approach to applying
feedback you receive should be
different depending on the context.
Sometimes, coaching needs to be
applied instantly, i.e. avoiding a
policy violation. Other times, it's a
longer process and takes more
work to apply those changes. For
example, your supervisor could
tell you that they'd like to see your
blackjack times go down to 25
seconds. Realistically, it's not
likely you're going to make that
change overnight, but you can



IF: Thank you Brianda for your time and excellent feedback.
Our readers have a right to transparency regarding the
happenings within the KV office, and some of our readers
should invest a little more time in cleaning up after
themselves.

 

Seena Thao - Lotus
 

 Born in Thailand, Seena
moved to Fresno at a very
young age. He's lived in
Sacramento and Anchorage
as well, and recommends
that you take a trip out there!
Seena's background is
mostly in warehouse and
logistics for FedEx, and
Seena has been with
Knighted for about a year. He
very much enjoys the
change of pace from his last
job: here at Knighted, he
finds his mind challenged on
a daily basis, especially when errors arise on the tables.

Fun Fact: Seena is a practitioner of the martial art of
nunchaku! Involved with the fight sport for about 5-6 years
now, his interest in the art was piqued by his idol Bruce
Lee. Seena's advice for nunchaku practice? Make sure to
invest in elbow pads and safety glasses!

 Pow Vang - 580
 
Originally from Sacramento,
Pow moved to the Bay Area a
year ago, and studies
Computer Science at Cal State
East Bay. Before joining
Knighted, he also worked with
computers, and has always
been interested in how our
technology works. When asks
what he looks forward to the
most at work, Pow cited his
coworkers' and supervisors'
ability to make the environment

fun and productive, and hopes that he contributes to that
feeling as well.

Fun Fact: Pow loves to watch movies! One of the movies he
recommends is Inception, because of how planned and
thought-provoking the script is. His advice for moviegoers?
Try to go into a movie with no expectations. Too many
people go into a movie looking to critique it, but Pow feels
that this ruins the experience of the movie as a whole.
   

Blanca Rodriguez - Bicycle 
Blanca studied languages, literature, and cultures at UC
Merced; originally from Los Angeles, she moved to Merced

make a choice every day to work
toward that goal. The same can
be said for improving your public
speaking. Don't expect instant
results, or you'll be let down. Take
small steps each day, as
opposed to rushing to an end
result that is less than optimal for
your success. It's also important
to keep in mind that any feedback
you receive at work can positively
affect your team members when
implemented. As they observe
your growth they will likely be
inspired to follow your example.
This often creates an environment
of trust which leads to success,
as everyone begins working
together on a common goal. It's
not always easy to see the
impact, but it's powerful when that
perspective is fully realized.

Feedback is crucial for facilitating
both individual and organizational
growth, which is one of the many
reasons Knighted Ventures has an
open door policy for all
employees. If you have ideas
you'd like to share, please let your
Supervisor or HR team know. Your
idea could spark positive change
and create significant impact on
your team!

Top 10 Ways to Get Your
10,000 Steps: Halloween

Edition!



to experience living in a
new place. Knighted is
Blanca's first position
since leaving school,
and she's has been with
Knighted for about seven
months. She admittedly
didn't love math before
becoming a Gaming
Associate, but now
enjoys the calculations
and thought that her role
regularly requires. She
likes that she never
does the same thing
every day!

Fun Fact: Blanca loves
to read! Her favorite books are from the Golden Era, and she
enjoys sitting down with a John Green novel as well. Blanca
says she actually hated reading until the 8th grade, when
her parents started taking her to the library to rent books that
she liked, instead of forcing her to read classics.

What got you interested in
contributing to the Knighted
Writer?
 I got interested in contributing to
the Knighted Writer from the first
edition that I read as a new hire,
so it would probably be the
February 2015 Chinese New
Year KW. My Lotus coworkers
and I agreed that we didn't see
enough content from personnel at
our location, and I was
determined to get in somehow.
Soon after that, I saw an
announcement requesting art
contributors and I figured I'd give
it a shot - that would be my in.
Sure enough, the folks at KW

liked my sampling and now here I am.
 
When did you get interested in graphic design and
why?
 My background in art is based on animation and my
degree is in Media Arts & Animation. I've always had
artistic talent from a young age and it was a gift that I wanted
to share with others. In the course of schooling I came
across 3D modelling and that was where I fell in love with
Hard Surface & Organic Modelling. It was something that
appealed to my attention to detail, as it allowed me to mold
things from blank chunks of digital 'clay' to build incredible
things I couldn't possibly make tangible.

1. Get really, really lost in a
corn maze.

2. Check more frequently for
monsters in your
basement/attic. Coast is
clear? Good. Hey, what's
that noise? You should
probably go check again,
just to be safe. 

3. Don a Leatherface costume
and chase kids around your
neighborhood. You'll also
get a great arm workout
from revving the chainsaw!

4. Dancing Thriller will net you
about 200 steps (yes, we
counted). Repeat 50 times,
and you're golden!

5. Be one of those awkward
grown-ups that still goes
trick-or-treating, even if
you don't have kids.

6. It's often helpful to have an
exercise buddy! Find a
zombie friend that will help
you stay motivated to keep
running, even when you
really don't want to.

7. Be extra picky at the
pumpkin patch, and don't
rest until you've closely
examined every pumpkin for
flaws. Then demand a
second lap - you know, for
double checking.

8. When you descend into the
fiery pits of the
underworld, take the stairs,
not the elevator.

9. Here's a truly frightening
thought: you're an adult and
have a lot of
responsibilities. Run away
from all of them! Go go go!

10. Just keep clearing your
hands - your Fitbit doesn't
know the difference.



What's your favorite theme or subject to design?

My favorite subject to model would have to be vehicles.
Some of my most loved models I've made just happen to be
vehicles. I did research on reference materials, came up
with original 2D concepts, and took them to the next stage
and it's a process that gives me a ton of joy through every
step of the process.
 
What are your thoughts on working at KV so far?
Working at KV has been the job I've had that's departed
furthest from the norm, from most other jobs people typically
have. Its uniqueness is what made it stand out and catch
my eye. Being a Third Party Proposition Player has
changed my usual method of thinking and pushed me
outside my preconceived boundaries. I appreciate that it
has been so challenging and different from the run of the
mill. My coworkers are awesome, the clientele are
constantly interesting and entertaining, and the focus of our
job is something I never thought I'd find myself in, but I truly
do enjoy it.     
                               

HAPPY HALLOWEEN!

Zombie dealers are always on
deadspreads during the
graveyard shift. All they do is
shuffle....
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